CCHS Breen/Quinn Graduate Fellow responsibilities form

The Nicholas D. Chabraja CENTER FOR HISTORICAL STUDIES appoints 3 graduate T.H. Breen Fellows and 1 Quinn Fellowship annually. Each Fellowship covers tuition and a Graduate Assistant stipend.

Each GRADUATE FELLOW is asked to become an active member of the CCHS community. Below are the formal responsibilities.

1. A Graduate Fellow participates in Center events; provides assistance during the time that visiting lecturers are on campus; acts as liaison between the CCHS and the History Dept. graduate students and organizes informal meetings between the CCHS guest speakers and History grads.

2. Helps maintains the CCHS digital media presence.

3. Serves as a link between the Center and the undergraduate Leopold Fellows.

4. In addition, Breen Fellows convene a one-day conference on a general topic of interest to historians, which includes inviting graduate student papers, as well as a keynote faculty speaker and commentator from outside NU (the Center has an appropriate budget for these initiatives and Center staff offer the conveners logistical support)—OR establish and maintain a robust digital media presence for the Center.

The Quinn Fellow undertakes to complete writing his/her dissertation.

I, .................................................................................., understand and accept the responsibilities of a CCHS Graduate Fellow listed above for the academic year of...................
If I receive the position I will be willing and able to take on these obligations.

...........................................................................................................  ........................
signature                                           date